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Abstract: Genetics research is increasingly focusing on mining fully sequenced genomes and their
annotations to identify the causal genes associated with traits (phenotypes) of interest. However,
a complex trait is typically associated with multiple quantitative trait loci (QTLs), each comprising
many genes, that can positively or negatively affect the trait of interest. To help breeders in ranking
candidate genes, we developed an analytical platform called pbg-ld that provides semantically
integrated geno- and phenotypic data on Solanaceae species. This platform combines both unstructured
data from scientific literature and structured data from publicly available biological databases using
the Linked Data approach. In particular, QTLs were extracted from tables of full-text articles from
the Europe PubMed Central (PMC) repository using QTLTableMiner++ (QTM), while the genomic
annotations were obtained from the Sol Genomics Network (SGN), UniProt and Ensembl Plants
databases. These datasets were transformed into Linked Data graphs, which include cross-references
to many other relevant databases such as Gramene, Plant Reactome, InterPro and KEGG Orthology
(KO). Users can query and analyze the integrated data through a web interface or programmatically
via the SPARQL and RESTful services (APIs). We illustrate the usability of pbg-ld by querying genome
annotations, by comparing genome graphs, and by two biological use cases in Jupyter Notebooks.
In the first use case, we performed a comparative genomics study using pbg-ld to compare the
difference in the genetic mechanism underlying tomato fruit shape and potato tuber shape. In the
second use case, we developed a seamlessly integrated workflow that uses genomic data from pbg-ld
knowledge graphs and prioritization pipelines to predict candidate genes within QTL regions for
metabolic traits of tomato.
Keywords: prioritization of candidate genes; plant breeding; Solanaceae; QTLs; semantic web;
linked data

1. Introduction
The availability of annotated reference genome assemblies for several crop species including
tomato [1], potato [2], brassica [3] and cucumber [4] has enabled plant breeders and researchers to
elucidate a trait’s linkage to a genomic location(s). Mining genome annotations can help in identifying
candidate genes that positively or negatively affect a trait of interest, which plant breeders aim to
improve. However, genome annotations are commonly available across multiple databases and file
formats (e.g., in the Generic Feature Format [GFF]), which hampers integrated data analyses.
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Traditionally, plant breeders identified chromosomal regions using genetic markers that are
statistically associated with traits of interest. These genomic regions are called quantitative trait loci
(QTLs). A QTL region can easily contain thousands of genes including those that negatively influence
the trait of interest [5]. Therefore, detecting the causative gene for breeding is of major importance.
There are three major approaches to address the challenge of candidate gene prediction in crop species:
(i) the analysis of gene expression data or co-expression networks [6], (ii) comparative genomics [7],
and (iii) integrate information stored in scientific literature and in molecular biology databases such as
the ELIXIR Core Data Resources [8] (including the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) [9], Ensembl
Plants [10] and UniProt [11]) and the Sol Genomics Network (SGN) [12]. To address the need for
improved access to integrated plant data, we developed the Solanaceae Linked Data platform (pbg-ld)
[13] that combines QTLs from scientific literature and genome annotations from public databases using
the Linked Data approach [14]. Our approach is to create a semantic web of data rather than that of
hypertext (HTML) documents using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [15]. A URI is an HTTP-based resource identifier assigned to an entity whereas
RDF is a generic graph-based data model for describing entities and their relationships. In addition,
publishing data according to FAIR Data Principles [15] further increases the degree of discoverability
and (re-)usability of research data.
In plant sciences, several controlled vocabularies and ontologies have been developed
to standardize domain-specific terms and/or represent the current knowledge of the domain
in a machine-readable form. For example, the Solanaceae Phenotype Ontology (SPTO) [16],
Crop Ontology [17], Plant Ontology (PO) [18], Phenotypic Quality Ontology (PATO) [19] and Trait
Ontology (TO) [20] are used to identify plant-specific phenotypic information while Gene Ontology
(GO) [21], Sequence Ontology (SO) [22] and Feature Annotation Location Description Ontology
(FALDO) [23] are used to identify genotypic information. Similarly, the Chemical Entities of Biological
Interest database/ontology (ChEBI) [24] is focused on small chemical compounds.
There are several plant-specific databases available that provide geno- and phenotypic data.
For example, Ensembl Plants is a widely used integrated resource on plant genomes. Similarly,
UniProt is a database of protein sequences, function annotations and proteomes of various species
including plants. Both databases release their data in RDF-based format. The Arabidopsis Information
Resource (TAIR) [25] is a resource to analyze and to compare molecular, biological, and genetical data
of the model species Arabidopsis thaliana. Further, the Sol Genomics Network (SGN) [12] provides
genomic, genetic and phenotypic information for members of the Solanaceae family. Plant Genome
DataBase Japan (PGDBj) [26] is an integrated web resource for plant genome-related information from
literature and public databases. However, the TAIR, SGN, and PGDBj do not distribute their data in
a semantically interoperable (RDF) format. The Planteome [27] database provides gene annotations
and phenotypes with the help of reference ontologies such as PO, TO, GO and ChEBI. Planteome is
a user-friendly tool to query traits of interest, germplasm, and putative candidate genes. However,
it lacks QTLs, genetic markers and links to publicly available databases such as Ensembl Plants.
We present the pbg-ld platform that provides semantically integrated geno- and phenotypic data
on Solanaceae species such as the (wild) tomato and potato species. The resulting (linked) datasets
are made available through a web interface or programmatic services (SPARQL and RESTful APIs).
The use of these data access points is described in the results section. pbg-ld is an integrated plant
resource that aids breeders in detecting candidate genes for complex traits using the knowledge
available in the scientific literature and in public databases.
2. Data Generation and Ingestion Pipeline
All data sets used in the creation of this linked data platform were initially classified as non-RDF
based and RDF based data sources. The first step in our data ingestion pipeline was to convert non-RDF
based data sources to RDF based data graphs. Later these RDF data graphs were integrated together
and published as a linked data platform. Figure 1 illustrates the data generation and ingestion pipeline
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used by the pbg-ld platform. Geno- and phenotypic data from three Solanaceae species: (i) reference
sequence tomato (S. lycopersicum), (ii) wild tomato (S. pennellii) and (iii) the reference sequence potato
(S. tuberosum) is collected and integrated into this pipeline.
Data sources
non-RDF

Europe PMC

QTM

RDF

SGN
 S. lycopersicum
 S. pennellii
 S. tuberosum

Domain-specific ontologies

SIGA.py

QTL Db
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Genome
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Figure 1. Data generation and ingestion pipeline. All data originate from either non-RDF or
RDF sources. Several tools are used to retrieve and transform non-RDF data into RDF graphs:
QTLTableMiner++ (QTM) [28] is used to extract tomato and potato quantitative trait loci (QTLs)
from Europe PubMed Central (PMC) articles; OpenRefine [29] is used to transform the QTLs into RDF
according to the specified data model. Similarly, SIGA.py tool [30] converts the genome annotations,
as provided by the Sol Genomics Network (SGN) in GFF files into RDF graphs with gene models
and markers. In addition, the UniProt (proteomes) and Ensembl Plants (gene models) distribute their
data in RDF format. All RDF graphs including domain-specific ontologies (in OWL) and database
cross-references were stored and integrated with Virtuoso RDF Quad Store. The resulting linked
datasets are made available for queries and analyses through data-access layer: (i) Linked data
browser, (ii) SPARQL endpoint, (iii) grlc-based Web API [31] and (iv) FAIR Data Point (FDP) metadata
service [32].
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2.1. Data Sources
To facilitate the integration of geno- and pheno-typic data of Solanaceae species, we used data
from (semi-)structured resources. Semi-structured data resources include scientific articles in XML
file format obtained from Europe PMC [33] and the General Feature Format (GFF)-based text file [34].
Moreover, semi-structured data were classified as non-RDF data and were subsequently transformed
into (structured) RDF data. On the contrary, structured data resources contained data in the form
of RDF structure, for example, genome annotation in Ensemble Plants and Uniprot, as well as
domain ontologies.
2.1.1. QTLs
QTL studies have widely been published in scientific articles, particularly in tables or
supplementary materials. However, there is no established repository where experimental data
on plant-specific QTL studies can be submitted. Therefore, QTL information was extracted from
XML-based scientific literature and processed into RDF graphs [35] using the QTLTableMiner++
(QTM, v1.1.0) [28,36] and the OpenRefine software [29]. QTM extracted 237 QTLs from a total of 21
Solanaceae-specific full-text articles in the Europe PMC repository. 147 of these QTLs (i.e., 85 in tomato
and 62 in potato) were associated with exact chromosomal locations based on peak/flanking markers
while 108 of the QTLs (i.e., 77 in tomato and 31 in potato) were found to encompass one or more
candidate genes.
2.1.2. SGN
SGN provides genome annotations in GFF files for Solanaceae species. The GFF files were
transformed into RDF graphs [37] using the SIGA.py command-line tool (v0.5.1) [30] (Appendix A,
Figure A1). The gene models and the genetic markers of (wild) tomato (S. lycopersicum and S. pennellii)
and potato (S. tuberosum) were downloaded from the SGN’s FTP server (ftp://ftp.solgenomics.net/ge
nomes/). For S. lycopersicum, the genome annotations comprising of gene models, SGN and SolCAP
markers were taken from GFF files (ITAG 2.4, released on 23-02-2014) [38]. For S. pennelli, the genome
annotations comprising of gene models (v2.0, released on 27-08-2014) and SGN markers (released on
10-08-2014) were taken as input [39]. Similarly, for S. tuberosum, the genome annotations of PGSC_DM
(diploid/double monoploid, v4.03, released on 04-09-2013) were used [40].
2.1.3. Ensembl Plants and UniProt
Ensembl Plants is an genome-centeric integrated resource for plant sciences. Genome annotations
of S. lycopersicum (release ITAG2.4 genome annotation based on SL2.50 genome assembly) [41]
and S. tuberosum (release PGSC_DM 3.0 genome annotation based on SolTub3.0 genome assembly)
were taken from the Ensembl Plants database (release 33) [42] in RDF format. The proteomes of
S. lycopersicum [43] and S. tuberosum [44] were obtained from UniProt in the RDF/Turtle format.
2.2. Ontologies
pbg-ld makes use of the following domain-specific ontologies: Gene Ontology (GO) [45],
Solanaceae Phenotype Ontology (SPTO) [16], Crop ontology (CO) [17], Sequence Ontology (SO)
[46], Feature Annotation Location Description Ontology (FALDO) [47], Trait Ontology (TO) [20],
UniProt Core [48], Semanticscience Integrated Ontology (SIO) [49], Relation Ontology (RO) [50],
Plant Ontology (PO) [51], Phenotypic Quality Ontology (PATO) [52].
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2.3. Linked Data Deployment
OpenLink’s Virtuoso Universal Server (version 7.20.3217, open-source edition) was used to store
and to connect the data graphs in the RDF Quad Store. pbg-ld is made as a modular and re-deployable
software with the help of Docker [53] and Ansible [54]. The pbg-ld platform including the associated
RESTful web services, namely the grlc-based API for data and the FAIR Data Point API for metadata
[55], can be deployed locally by the user.
2.4. Data Access & Analysis
pbg-ld provides access to the (meta)data through a web-based user interface (Virtuoso Faceted
Browser) and programmatic interfaces such as SPARQL and RESTful APIs. Using the web-based
user interface, a user can query the RDF triples in three different ways through (i) a free-text search
box, (ii) an entity label search box or (iii) an entity URI search box. There is a SPARQL endpoint
provided for a user to write and execute SPARQL queries on the RDF graphs available in the pbg-ld
platform. Further, with the help of grlc tool [31], we published a customized RESTful API, built on
the top of pbg-ld’s datasets to provide easy (programmatic) access based on the SPARQL endpoint.
Data consumers who do not know the SPARQL query language can use this API to query the platform.
This way grlc hides the complexities or intricacies of SPARQL. Appendix B, Table A1 provides a
list of API endpoints available in pbg-ld. Lastly, the FAIR Data Point service is provided to expose
machine-readable descriptions (metadata) about the pbg-ld datasets. To show a valuable use case of
the pbg-ld platform, we have developed exemplary Jupyter (IPython) Notebooks [56,57].
3. Results
3.1. Genome Annotations via the Faceted Browser
pbg-ld allows the user to access and analyze data with the help of the Faceted Browser.
Figure 2 exemplifies a query for trait-gene associations using “fruit shape” as a search term. Here,
this term (partially) matches several standardized trait names in the SPTO and TO ontologies
(e.g., SP:0000038 and TO:0002628). By selecting either one, pbg-ld returns seven QTLs associated
with the trait of interest (i.e., “fruit shape”). In Figure 2, one such a QTL is selected for further
analysis, that is, QTL:4321030_4_14. QTM extracted this QTL from Table 4 of the Europe PMC
article PMC4321030 [58]. This QTL is marked by flanking markers C2_At2g14260 and TG400 on
chromosome 11, for which pbg-ld finds the list of all genes in this region. In Figure 2, one such gene
(Solyc11g038340.1) in QTL:4321030_4_14 is selected. pbg-ld web interface contains direct links to
allow the user to further browse the annotations, properties, and the sequence of this gene in the SGN,
Ensembl Plants and UniProt databases. For example, Figure 2 shows the sequence of this selected gene
in the SGN’s genome browser (JBrowser).
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Figure 2. Browsing trait-gene associations in the Faceted Browser for the example trait “fruit shape”.
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3.2. Example Queries via SPARQL and RESTful API
(I)

SPARQL query to list QTLs, associated gene IDs and GO annotations related to an example
trait “fruit shape” (SP:0000038).
In addtion to the manual browsing via a web interface, Figure 3 exemplifies a programmatic
way to query trait-gene associations. This query yields QTLs and candidate genes including GO
terms (molecular function and biological process only) for the trait “fruit shape” (SP:0000038).

Figure 3. Input and output of the SPARQL query to list QTLs, associated gene IDs, and Gene Ontology
(GO) annotations for the trait “fruit shape” (SP:0000038).

(II)

SPARQL query to list genes/proteins annotated with GO terms related to both “fruit”
and “ripening”.
SPARQL query in Figure 4 highlights a way to do textual search over the annotations of
genes/proteins. With the bag-of-words expression, we query genes and proteins containing
GO annotations with the words “fruit” and “ripening”. The resulting output is the list of
genes/proteins involved in the biological process called “fruit ripening” (GO:0009835).
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Figure 4. Input and output of the SPARQL query to list genes/proteins annotated with GO terms
related to both “fruit” and “ripening”. Full-text search in the SPARQL query is done with the Virtuoso’s
bif:contains predicate.

(III) Comparison of (wild) tomato genome graphs using the RESTful API.
pbg-ld can be used to query genomic features across various biological databases. This can be
done either by writing a SPARQL query against the endpoint or via the API call /countFeatures
of pbg-ld, with the genomic graph as a parameter. For example, pbg-ld can count the
genomic features annotated in the S. lycopersicum genome according to Ensembl Plants or SGN,
and annotations in the S. pennelli genome according to SGN.
We compared the differences between the genomic features of the tomato graphs in Figure 5.
It is evident that there are a total of 33,785 protein coding genes in Ensemble Plants, whereas
there are 34,725 protein coding genes in the SGN graph. There are 940 unique genes in the
SGN database that are not mentioned in the Ensembl Plants database. Furthermore, the results
also highlight that genetic markers are included in SGN but not in Ensembl Plants while the
latter database contains RNAs. In addition, pbg-ld can also be used to compare genomic data
of different species of the same family. S. pennellii is a wild tomato species that is relatively
distant from the domesticated S. lycopersicum. Because of S. pennelli’s extreme stress tolerance,
unusual morphology, and a genome sequence 119 Mb larger than S. lycopersicum, it is an important
donor of germplasm for the cultivated tomato. While comparing the genomic features of
S. lycopersicum vs. S. pennelli in SGN, the number of genomic features in S. pennellii is on
average 1.5 times greater than that of S. lycopersicum (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Bar charts of genomic feature counts for three Solanum genomes (graph IRIs): Ensembl: S. lycopersicum (http://plants.ensembl.org/Solanum_lycopersicum);
SGN: S. lycopersicum (http://solgenomics.net/genome/Solanum_lycopersicum); SGN: S. pennellii (http://solgenomics.net/genome/Solanum_pennellii). The data
were obtained through the pbg-ld Web API /countFeatures endpoint.
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3.3. Biological Use Case 1: Comparative Genomics to Study Tomato Fruit Shape and Potato Tuber Shape
For this use case, we used the pbg-ld endpoint (APIs) with a Jupyter Notebook [56] to study the
difference in the genetic mechanism underlying fruit shape in tomatoes and tuber shape in potatoes.
Both tomato fruits and potato tubers can have a genetically determined wide variation in their shape,
for example elongated and round. The candidate gene Solyc10g076180 (SlOFP20 is a member of
the OVATE Family Protein (OFP)) on chromosome 10 of the reference tomato genome (Heinz 1706)
and is one of the determinants of round fruit shape. However, this gene does not have an ortholog
in the reference potato genome (DM), which has very elongated tubers [59]. In this use case, first,
we query and compare the QTL regions on chromosome 10 in tomato and in potato. This QTL regions
are associated with round shape in tomato fruits and predominantly elongated shape in potatoes.
We classify these genes in three categories (a) genes that are unique in tomato (b) genes that are
unique in potato (c) genes that are common to both species (Table 1). Furthermore, we check the GO
annotations as well as orthologs in all these genes. Three genes (Solyc10g076170.1, Solyc10g076190.1,
Solyc10g076180.1) are present in class (a) which indicates that they are unique in tomato. Out of these
genes, the Solyc10g076170.1 gene was removed from the latest UniProt release. Solyc10g076190.1 is a
peroxidase gene (that is also common in class (b) and class (c)) in Table 1. Solyc10g076180.1 is the only
unique member of the OVATE family. Genes in class (b) are all peroxidase genes whereas the class
(c) contains several genes coding for peroxidases and one gene involved in lipid transport. According
to our analysis the candidate gene Solyc10g076180.1 does not have a corresponding ortholog in the
potato DM reference genome in the same QTL region on chromosome 10. Therefore, with our tool
we explored this further, and retrieve a knowledge network based on homologs of the candidate
gene. This network was retrieved with a nested query, in which we first located all paralogs of the
Solyc10g076180.1 gene in the tomato genome and then we found orthologs of these genes in the potato
genome (Figure 6). In this analysis, we found 10 OFP genes (green) in potato and 11 genes (red) in
tomato. One less potato gene is due to the missing OFP20 gene in the studied QTL.

Figure 6. A network of Solyc10g076180.1 homologs in tomato (red) and potato (green) including
paralogous (solid) and orthologous relations (dotted). There is no ortholog of OFP20 gene in potato.
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Table 1. Table comparing genes in QTLs associated with (tomato) fruit shape and (potato) tuber shape.
Three classes represent (a) genes unique in tomato; (b) genes unique in potato (c) genes mapped in
both species. Each row contains a gene ID, GO annotations and orthologs inside/outside a QTL region.
The query shows that only three genes are unique in tomato (i.e., Solyc10g076190.1, Solyc10g076170.1
and Solyc10g076180.1).
a) Genes

unique in tomato

Tomato genes

GO annotations

Potato orthologs inside the Potato orthologs outside
QTL
the QTL

Solyc10g076180.1

GO:0003677 [DNA binding];
GO:0045892 [negative regulation of transcription DNA-templated];

none

none

Solyc10g076190.1

GO:0004601 [peroxidase activity];
GO:0005576 [extracellular region];
GO:0006979 [response to oxidative stress];
GO:0020037 [heme binding];
GO:0042744 [hydrogen peroxide catabolic process];
GO:0046872 [metal ion binding];

none

PGSC0003DMG400011948

Solyc10g076170.1

none

none

none

b) Genes unique

in potato

Potato genes

GO annotations

Tomato orthologs inside
the QTL

Tomato orthologs outside
the QTL

PGSC0003DMG400006679

GO:0004601 [peroxidase activity];
GO:0005576 [extracellular region];
GO:0006979 [response to oxidative stress];
GO:0020037 [heme binding];
GO:0042744 [hydrogen peroxide catabolic process];
GO:0046872 [metal ion binding];

none

none

PGSC0003DMG400006680

GO:0004601 [peroxidase activity];
GO:0006979 [response to oxidative stress];
GO:0020037 [heme binding];

none

none

PGSC0003DMG400006681

GO:0004601 [peroxidase activity];
GO:0006979 [response to oxidative stress];
GO:0020037 [heme binding];

none

none

PGSC0003DMG400020795

GO:0004601 [peroxidase activity];
GO:0006979 [response to oxidative stress];
GO:0020037 [heme binding];

none

none

c)

Genes mapped in both tomato and potato

Tomato genes

GO annotations

Potato orthologs inside the Potato orthologs outside
QTL
the QTL

Solyc10g076200.1

GO:0006869 [lipid transport];
GO:0008289 [lipid binding];
GO:0016020 [membrane];

PGSC0003DMG400040954

PGSC0003DMG400011955

Solyc10g076210.1

GO:0004601 [peroxidase activity];
GO:0005576 [extracellular region];
GO:0006979 [response to oxidative stress];
GO:0020037 [heme binding];
GO:0042744 [hydrogen peroxide catabolic process];
GO:0046872 [metal ion binding]

PGSC0003DMG400020799;
PGSC0003DMG400020800

none

Solyc10g076220.1

GO:0004601 [peroxidase activity];
GO:0005576 [extracellular region];
GO:0006979 [response to oxidative stress];
GO:0020037 [heme binding];
GO:0042744 [hydrogen peroxide catabolic process];
GO:0046872 [metal ion binding];

PGSC0003DMG400020799;
PGSC0003DMG400020800

none

Solyc10g076230.1

GO:0004601 [peroxidase activity];
GO:0006979 [response to oxidative stress];
GO:0020037 [heme binding];

PGSC0003DMG400020798

none
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Out of these OFP genes in potato, PGSC0003DMG400028155 is located on chromosome 10 in the
region 56030393-56031156. However, this region is 6.7Mb away from the studied QTL region, and thus
seems unlikely to harbor the determinant candidate gene.
3.4. Biological Use Case 2: Prediction of Candidate Genes in Tomato QTL Regions with Functional Annotations
and Evolutionary Analysis Using pbg-ld and QTLSearch
Predicting candidate genes for QTL regions is a key objective in plant genetics and breeding.
However, a single QTL region can contain many genes. Mining candidate genes from such a QTL
region could be done using existing knowledge of structural and functional gene annotations. In this
use case, we aim to develop, illustrate, and analyze a seamlessly integrated workflow that uses linked
genomic-data and prioritization pipelines to predict candidate genes within QTL regions for metabolic
traits of tomato. Metabolic composition of a tomato is directly associated with its nutritional value,
taste, aromas, and quality [60]. Metabolomic research studies in the past, have been able to predict
functional characteristics of metabolites in the life-cycle of a plant. For example, volatiles are known
to play an important role in the defense mechanism of plants against pathogens, where they serve
as airborne signaling molecules to induce a defense response in other plant parts or neighboring
plants [61]. Similarly, other metabolites like soluble solids (glucose, fructose, and sucrose) contribute to
the sweetness of a fruit [62]. Lycopene is a carotenoid compound found in tomatoes which contributes
to the nutritional value of a tomato and the red pigment in tomatoes responsible for fruit-color [63].
Similarly, terpenoids play a role in attracting pollinators [64].
Finding candidate genes within QTL regions for the trait of interest using computational
approaches is a major challenge in plant bioinformatics. Several tools have been developed in the past
that tried to prioritize candidate genes based on existing knowledge. QTLSearch is a software that
searches for candidate causal genes in QTL studies by combining Gene Ontology annotations across
many species and leveraging hierarchical orthologous groups [65]. QTG-Finder is a recently published
tool that uses a machine learning model to prioritize candidate genes using function annotation,
co-function network, and paralog copy number [66]. However, both tools have been developed in
Arabidopsis thaliana and in rice (Oryza sativa), and are difficult to use and test in other species like
tomato and potato. QTLSearch uses the HOGPROP algorithm that requires access to hierarchical
orthologous groups available in OMA browser [67], to score candidate genes based on trait-related
GO terms. As the OMA Browser data graph is cross-referenced in Uniprot, which is part of pbg-ld,
the QTLSearch algorithm can be tested on tomato/potato data with the help of pbg-ld.
Figure 7 illustrates a candidate gene prediction workflow within a QTL region for the trait of
interest, using function annotations and evolutionary genomics data. Input to this workflow is either
a QTL region (containing physical location or a genetic location) or a trait of interest. If the input
parameter is a trait of interest, the pbg-ld database retrieves all QTL locations for that trait in tomato.
After receiving the QTL inputs, this workflow queries the set of all genes occurring within this QTL
region. For every gene, this workflow retrieves a set of all GO terms as well as all orthologs and
paralogs of these genes. These genome annotations are served as input to the QTLSearch pipeline,
which uses the HOGPROP algorithm. This algorithm assigns scores to every gene within a QTL
region. It uses GO terms which relate to the trait of interest and GO terms which relate to the genes
within a QTL region to assess the distance of these functional annotations along gene phylogenies.
This workflow has been developed in a Jupyter Notebook [56]. It is a modular framework in which
data are fetched from multiple data sources and can also accommodate new analysis modules as they
are being developed by our group or the scientific community.
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Figure 7. A workflow to predict candidate genes in a QTL region for the traits of interest.

To test the usability of our workflow in predicting candidate genes for metabolic traits, we selected
five QTLs for different metabolic traits, i.e, Brix/soluble solids, lycopene beta-cyclase activity and
2-phenylethanol/phenylacetaldehyde (Table 2). Out of the selected five QTLs for metabolic traits,
three QTLs which relate to the following traits, soluble solids, lycopene beta-cyclase activity and
phenolic compounds (2-phenylethanol and phenylacetaldehyde), have known candidates. Further,
these candidate genes are already annotated with related GO terms in publicly available databases such
as UniProt. While, for one of the QTL regions which relates to terpenoids, Terpene synthase is a known
candidate gene, however, this synthase is not annotated with GO terms which show an association
with the trait of interest (i.e., terpenoids). The two GO terms related to this gene are DNA binding and
DNA methylation. Lastly, for the QTL region selected for volatile compounds (i.e., 3-methylbuthanal
and 3-methylbuthanol) there are no well-known candidate genes in the QTLs that had experimentally
proven significance.
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Table 2. A selected set of five QTLs for metabolic traits in tomatoes. These QTLs are used as test cases
to analyse the prediction power of the underlying workflow.
Traits of Interest

GO Annotations

Chromosome

Location

Candidate Genes

References

Total soluble solids (Brix)

GO:0006094,
GO:0046370,
GO:0046369,
GO:0005985,
GO:0015770

9

3474710

Lin5

[68]

Carotenoid compounds
(Lycopene beta-cyclase activity)

GO:0045436,
GO:0016117

6

Solyc06g073470
Solyc06g083850.3

Soly06g074240.1

[69]

Polyphenolic compounds
(2-phenylethanol,
phenylacetaldehyde)

GO:0016747,
GO:0102387,
GO:0018449,
GO:0004029,
GO:0008957,
GO:1990055,
GO:0050177,
GO:0018814

8

55068565-63267130

LePAR

[70]

Terpenoid compounds

GO:0003677,
GO:0045893

1

86142248-86467672

Terpense synthase

[64]

Volatile compounds
(3-methylbuthanal,
3-methylbuthanol)

GO:0046568,
GO:0018455,
GO:0052676

3

69685329-71362039

?

?

The top three predicted candidate genes for each trait, with the help of our pipeline, are reported
in Table 3.
One of the most extensively studied metabolic traits in tomato is the total soluble solids content
in fruits (i.e., TSS or Brix) [68]. We selected five GO terms related to these metabolites and Brix trait
(see Table 3) and fed it to the QTLSearch pipeline in our workflow. Previously known studies have
identified multiple QTLs that are associated with the Brix trait in tomatoes [58]. Out of the many
known QTL locations, the most significant QTL is located on chromosome 9, containing Lin5 as the
popularly known candidate gene for Brix trait [68]. Table 3 highlights the top three genes predicted
from our workflow for the Brix QTL region from 3374710 to 3574710 on chromosome 9. Lin7 and Lin5
were the top predicted genes related to this trait. Both these genes are from a homologous family and
are known to be associated with Brix. The scores of both genes are significantly higher than those of all
other genes. We conclude that our pipeline performed well to predict the candidate genes for this QTL.
Carotenoid compounds are the primary determinants of tomato fruit color [71]. Carotenoids
exert a broad range of functions which associate to photosynthesis, the formation of pigments,
antioxidant activities, and being precursors to signaling molecules, including volatiles [72]. Lycopene is
a major carotenoid in tomato [73]. Lycopene occurrence with other bioactive compounds,
like vitamin C, vitamin E, other carotenoids (alpha-carotene, beta-carotene, gamma-carotene and
lutein), and flavonoids is primarily associated with the color of a tomatoes. Lycopene beta-cyclase is a
key enzyme occurring at the branch point of the carotenoid biosynthesis pathway and responsible
for converting lycopene to beta-carotene. Lycopene beta-cyclase activity is also related to the
total carotenoid content accumulated in the tomato fruit. The major QTL region which is related
to Lycopene beta-cyclase activity is found to be located on chromosome 6 between the region
45280179–49150528 [74]. Here we analyzed the prediction of candidate genes for Lycopene beta-cyclase
activity with the help of our developed workflow. Two GO terms that relate to lycopene beta-cyclase
activity were selected for inclusion in our workflow. Previous study suggests that lycopene cyclase
(LCY) is a known candidate gene related to this trait. In some databases, lycopene cyclase (LCY) is
also annotated as neoxanthin synthase (NSY) as these are genes that are closely related carotenogenic
enzymes belonging to the same family. Table 3 shows the results from the workflow, containing the
top three genes predicted for this QTL region on chromosome 6. NSY was ranked at the top of the list
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and has a score significantly higher than all other genes. Here also, we can conclude that our workflow
performed as expected.
Phenolic derivative compounds like 2-phenylethanol and phenylacetaldehyde have a great
impact on the aroma of a tomato [70]. Several QTL locations related to phenolic compounds have
been identified in the past out of which, a major QTL region on chromosome 8 mapped by the
markers, TG330-CT77 and TG330-CT148 is associated with the accumulation of 2-phenylethanol and
phenylacetaldehyde (having genomic coordinates 55068565-63267130) [75]. Additionally, two putative
proteins, 2-phenylacetaldehyde reductases proteins (LePAR1 and LePAR2) are known candidates,
which catalyze the conversion of 2-phenylacetaldehyde to 2-phenylethanol [76]. Both these proteins
are members of a reductase/dehydrogenase family. Table 3 shows the top three genes predicted from
our pipeline for these phenolic compounds on chromosome 8. Solyc08g068190.2 was the top predicted
gene related to this trait. Although we are not sure if this gene is the same as LePAR1 and LePAR2,
this gene belongs to the same aldehyde dehydrogenase family. Therefore, our workflow could detect
the causal gene within this QTL region.
A major QTL related to Terpenoids has been mapped on chromoasome 1 with the genomic
coordinates of 86142248–86467672 [77]. Proteins of the Terpene synthase (TPS) family and TPS gene
are the expected candidate genes associated with Terpenoids. Five of the TPS-a subclade genes (TPS31,
TPS32, TPS33, and TPS35) occur in close proximity within this QTL. Table 3 highlights the top tree
genes predicted from our pipeline for this QTL. Our results suggest that the gene Solyc01g095030.2,
which is a MYB transcription factor, is the causal gene for this QTL region. This is possibly the wrong
prediction. The reason for our pipeline to give a wrong prediction here could be that there is no
term present in the GO ontology that directly related to Terpenoids. Further, because of this missing
GO annotation terms, Terpene synthase is not been well annotated with its function, which makes it
difficult for our workflow to detect it as a high ranking gene for the Terpenoids trait.
Volatile compounds like 3-methylbuthanal and 3-methylbuthanol influence the flavor, sensory
changes, and defense mechanism of tomato fruits [78]. A major QTL related to the volatile compounds
(3-methylbuthanal, 3-methylbuthanol) has been mapped on chromosome 3 with the genomic
coordinates of 69685329–71362039 [79]. However, it is not known which candidate gene in this
QTL is responsible for changes in the concentration of these volatile compounds. Our results suggest
that the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) gene is possibly a candidate gene for this trait.
Out of the five QTLs, our workflow performed significantly well in detecting candidate genes for
the QTLs of soluble solids, lycopene beta-cyclase activity, and phenolic compounds. Our workflow did
not perform well in the detection of candidate genes within the QTL for terpenoids on chromosome
1. This is most probably due to the fact that this QTL region is not well annotated, and there are no
GO terms related to Terpenoids. Lastly, our workflow predicts a candidate gene called LDH, for the
previously unknown QTL region associated with volatile compounds.
QTLSearch, a prediction pipeline for candidate genes in QTL regions, is based on existing
knowledge and evolutionary data (orthologs and paralogs). While the performance of QTLSearch is
high with well-annotated data, it fails to perform well in detecting candidate genes for QTL regions
where little is known. Hence, it is still very challenging to infer about candidate genes in a poorly
annotated QTL region.
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Table 3.
Top three candidate genes found for the five selected metabolic traits (Brix/soluble solids,
2-phenylethanol/phenylacetaldehyde).
Gene ID

Alias

UniProt ID

Protein Description

Chromosome Number

lycopene beta-cyclase activity and

Location

Prioritization Score

9
9
9

3480545-3484159
3475480-3479343
3447416-3449839

0.202943
0.172502
0.043606

6
6
6

45898227-45899723
45361777-45364885
47289151-47291972

7.399091
0.554559
0.471375

8
8
8

57303048-57306002
60704895-60707948
57730921-57733032

3.702432
0.009002
0.004473

1
1
1

86401425-86409205
86227211-86231284
86208090-86220086

20.423493
3.715449
1.800694

3
3
3

70079537-70082001
70082466-70085406
70091655-70095510

0.008994
0.008994
0.008994

Metabolic Trait 1: Brix/soluble solids
Solyc09g010090.2
Solyc09g010080.2
Solyc09g010020.2

LIN7
lin5
-

Q8L4N2
Q9LD97
K4CR31

Cell-wall invertase
Beta-fructofuranosidase insoluble isoenzyme 1
1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate oxidase
Metabolic Trait 2: Lycopene beta-cyclase

Solyc06g074240.1
NSY
Solyc06g073570.2 101245261
Solyc06g076160.2 101248306

K4C9E2
K4C976
K4C9X6

Chromoplast-specific lycopene beta-cyclase
Cytochrome P450
Cytochrome P450
Metabolic Trait 3: 2-phenylethanol/phenylacetaldehyde

Solyc08g068190.2 101257095
Solyc08g076790.2 101246651
Solyc08g068600.2 101264847

K4CM43
K4CN39
K4CM83

Aldehyde dehydrogenase
Cinnamoyl-CoA reductase-like protein
Decarboxylase family protein
Metabolic Trait 4: terpenoids

Solyc01g095030.2 101257705 K4AZP3
MYB transcription factor
Solyc01g094820.2
K4AZM2 ARID/BRIGHT DNA-binding domain-containing protein
Solyc01g094800.2 101245796 K4AZM0
Chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 1
Metabolic Trait 5: Volatile compounds
Solyc03g122130.2
Solyc03g122140.2 101255867
Solyc03g122170.2

K4BN11
K4BN12
K4BN15

L-lactate dehydrogenase
L-lactate dehydrogenase
L-lactate dehydrogenase
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4. Discussion & Conclusions
The main objective of developing the pbg-ld platform was to improve the FAIRness of candidate
gene identification in Solanaceae species by providing (semantically) integrated genomics and QTL datasets
available in public resources (i.e., UniProt, Ensembl Plants, SGN and Europe PMC) from a central endpoint.
Genomic knowledge discovery is often confronted by the challenges of data integration from a
multitude of independent databases and research articles. For discovering candidate genes with the
help of large-scale data integration, there is a need to organize candidate data resources according
to the FAIR data principles. The core development in this research is a Linked Data platform that
semantically organizes and integrates genotypic and phenotypic data on Solanaceae species according
to these principles. Hence, this progress in digital science helps genomic datasets to be more findable,
accessible, interoperable and reusable.
After selecting various datasets and information relevant to candidate gene discovery, a critical
step in the knowledge discovery process is the transformation of data into a suitable data infrastructure.
Biological data are complex and highly connected, for example, there is ambiguity in the names of genes,
proteins and transcripts, hence a semantic model with correct identifiers is required to differentiate them.
pbg-ld addresses the challenges of providing a semantic layer over most used datasets for candidate gene
discovery in tomato and potato. A critical step in our approach was the transformation of (semi-)structured
or non-RDF data sources to inter-linked RDF graphs using existing and newly developed tools such as
the QTM and SIGA.py. Further, FDP provides meta-data descriptions, which makes the user aware of
the source graph(s) to perform queries and to interpret the results. Different data access points provide
flexibility for users who wish to analyze and/or visualize data on this platform. Lastly, open accessibility
of all the above mentioned tools used to generate and publish these data sets, offers the ability for the
scientific community users to extend this tool for other crop species themselves.
Data sets are not static and constantly emerging over time. pbg-ld combines open data from
different third party resources such as Europe PMC, SGN, UniProt and Ensemble Plants. As these data
sets are not static, a significant improvement in pbg-ld could be to automate the process of regular
updates of the data sets. For example, QTL information in pbg-ld is extracted from tables of scientific
articles in Europe PMC using the QTM tool. However, QTL data graphs are static and require manual
updates. Ideally, the QTL data graph should be updated automatically, whenever a new QTL study is
published. A researcher is interested in retrieving the most newly published scientific articles in the
domain of his/her research interests. Another improvement to the pbg-ld platform could be to enable
(interactive) visualization of the knowledge graphs.
Complementary to our developments, some similar plant-specific software and databases provide
genotypic and phenotypic data sets in a semantically integrated way. For example, KNETMiner is an
open source software that integrates plant-specific biological data sets into a knowledge graph [80].
These biological data sets contain information related to genes, biological pathways, phenotypes and
publications for many important crop species like wheat, rice, sorgum, potato, tomato, and so forth.
Additionally, KNETMiner has an evidence-based gene ranking algorithm that ranks and visualizes
this integrated data based on gene annotations. However, the current version of KNETMiner [81]
provides free-access to integrated data sets only for some important crops like wheat (Triticum aestivum),
rice (Oryza sativa), Arabidopsis thaliana. The integrated data set for other crop species like, tomato
(S. lycopersicum), potato (S. tuberosum), and sorgum (Sorgum bicolor) is are not openly accessible.
Similarly, Planteome database [27] provides gene annotations and phenotypes with the help of
reference ontologies such as PO, TO, GO and ChEBI. Planteome is a user-friendly tool to query
traits of interest, germplasm, and putative candidate genes. However, it lacks QTLs, genetic markers
and links to publicly available databases such as Ensembl Plants. Therefore, our Linked Data platform
is a unique resource for Solanaceae species that provides access to available knowledge about genome
annotations in public databases and scientific literature.
pbg-ld currently contains the gene models and the genetic markers based GFF files of the
reference tomato genome (S. lycopersicum), wild tomato (S. pennellii), and the reference potato genome
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(S. tuberosum). However, other than these genomes, the SGN database, for instance also includes GFF
files from other Solanaceae and closely related genomes species, such as reference genome of pepper
(Capsicum annuum) [82], eggplant (Solanum melongena L.) [83] and so forth. Converting these GFF
files to RDF graphs and adding them to the pbg-ld would improve analyses based on comparative
genomics. Nevertheless, a big challenge in doing this type of analysis based on knowledge graphs is
to have the mappings of biological entities (genes, proteins, etc.) across multiple species. There is a
chance of having different identifiers in two related species, for example, the genomes of the reference
sequence potato S. tuberosum and wild type species M6 have both been sequenced, however, both
use different sets of identifiers and the mapping of genes between these genotypes is not available.
However, having the data about cross references in these genes for both the genomes can give us better
insights into underpinning certain gene functions with comparative studies.
To conclude, pbg-ld is an integrated resource for Solanaceae species that provides access to available
knowledge about genome annotations in public databases and scientific literature. This resource aids
in the identification of candidate genes for complex traits using available knowledge in the databases
and literature.
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Figure A1. SIGA.py software architecture.
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Appendix B
Table A1. List of RESTful API endpoints of pbg-ld generated by the grlc service (deployed on
http://localhost:8088).
Number

Endpoint (path)

Description

Input parameters

1.

/countFeatures

Count genomic features.

graph - genome graph IRI,
endpoint - SPARQL endpoint

2.

/getFeatureLocation

Get the genomic location
of a feature.

featureid - feature ID,
endpoint

Get genomic features
given an interval.

graph,
chrom,
begin,
end,
feature - feature type,
endpoint

feature_id,
feature_name,
chrom,
begin_pos,
end_pos

geneid - gene ID,
endpoint

gene_id,
gene_name,
transcript_id,
sgn_des,
uniprot_acc,
uniprot_reviewed,
uniprot_existence,
uniprot_des,
uniprot_goa

qtlid - QTL ID (see QTM),
endpoint

gene_id

3.

/getFeaturesInInterval

4.

/getGeneAnnotations

5.

/getGenesInQTL

6.

/getOrthologs

7.

/getParalogs

8.

/getQTLs

9.

/getQTLsPerArticle

10.

/getTraitIds

11.

/sumQTLs

Get annotations from
SGN, Ensembl and
UniProt given a gene ID.

Get genes that overlap
with a QTL identified by
ID.
Get orthologs of a gene
identified by ID.
Get paralogs of a gene
identified by ID..
Get QTLs associated with
a trait identified by ID.
Get QTLs described in an
article identified by ID.
Get term ID(s) for a trait
defined in several trait
ontologies.
Summarize QTLs
extracted from articles.

geneid,
endpoint
geneid,
endpoint
traitid - trait ID
(e.g. using SPTO or TO),
endpoint
pmcid - Pubmed Central ID,
endpoint
trait - trait term(s)
(incl. boolean operators),
endpoint

endpoint

Response fields
feature_id,
feature_name,
n
feature_id,
feature_name,
chrom,
begin_pos,
end_pos,
taxon_id

gene_id,
ortholog_id
gene_id,
paralog_id
qtl_id
qtl_id
trait_id,
trait_term
taxon_id,
n_articles,
n_qtls,
n_qtls_with_loc,
n_qtls_with_genes
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